Dear Backpackers Bob & Bobbi,

Video: There are a variety of YouTube videos on these subjects to aid you stowing waterproof spray or gel specifically for leather. If the boot upper is Goretex go to their rocks from the upper side and the sole. If leather boots, recondition them with a or stowing them, it is best to clean the boots with a boot brush, removing dust and tears or holes and repair them prior to that backpacking trip to California.

Tent: Best practice is to set it up outside, when weather warms, and hose it off. Let it dry and repackage in its travel bag. If not heavily used, be certain to sweep it out, or draping it over a shelf or large hanger in a closet. If space is a problem, then lay out Tent footprint or the fly. Also, this is a good time to inspect the tent and fly for any dry and repackage in its travel bag with only a couple of folds and store it uncompressed on a flat surface. Be certain to stow the compression sack with the bag for possible quick get away to a.

Stowing the sleeping bag: Once dry it is best to hang the bag with support such as just tie three tennis balls in a pillow case and toss it in it. It is recommended you include tennis balls, or a balls of similar size, that aids fluffing the down or synthetic stuffing. Just tie three tennis balls in a pillow case and toss it in loading or front loading, so you may need to go to a laundramat. When drying the bag, special "wash" which can be purchased at commercial recreation stores, or at some general grocery stores. Some manufacturers recommend certain types of washers, top loader "wash" which can be purchased at commercial recreation stores, or at some general grocery stores. Some manufacturers recommend certain types of washers, top loader. Whether down bag or synethetic you will need to use a manufacturer's directions which can usuusally be found on the tag inside the bag or at manufacturer's website. Whether down bag or synthetic, wash it according to the manufacturer's directions which can usuusally be found on the tag inside the bag or at manufacturer's website.

Sleeping bag: Heavy use, heavy sweat - need to wash it according to the manufacturer's directions which can usuusally be found on the tag inside the bag or at manufacturer's website.
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